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Today’s Session…

1. Introduction
2. Brief Overview of OpenAthens
3. Azusa Pacific’s Experience with OpenAthens
4. Questions
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Helping over 2,600 organizations
in 50 countries, enable access to
hundreds of thousands of journals,

databases and e-books for over
4 million end users.
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OpenAthens vs IP/proxy

✓Uses latest SAML 2.0 security protocol (end to end encryption)
✓Provides a Federation framework  
✓Works across all devices and locations
✓Supports user personalization
✓Easily create statistical reports 
✓Always fully hosted
✓Designed by librarians for librarians
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EBSCO/OpenAthens Partnership

We’ve heard from our customers and users that authentication continues to be 

a problem with the user experience

EBSCO and OpenAthens have partnered for a fully integrated, librarian 

administered, single sign-on solutions for libraries
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OpenAthens for End Users
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Changing User Requirements: 
1990 - today

Personalization

Mobile 
access

Multiple 
devices
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Library User’s Process
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OpenAthens for Library Staff
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Changing Librarian Requirements

1960 1992
2007
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Correlate Procurement to Use

“Attribute” reporting by users, groups, or other 
customized category

–E.g.; alumni, faculty, graduate, undergraduate, law 
library, health science library, primary major, etc.

Attribute Reporting
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OpenAthens at APU
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About APU...

For more information about APU or our 
libraries, see http://www.apu.edu/

http://www.apu.edu/
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Why Change?

• Resolved our HTTPS errors we were getting with WAM (APU) & 
EZ Proxy (LAPU)

• User information is secure
• Single-sign on for all students
• Standardized access for all students (APU & LAPU)
• Track login usage of groups and individuals
• Reduce error messages that students get when accessing 

electronic resources
• Proxy configurations handled by OA
• Migrate to new single sign on server in the process
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Process
❏ June 2017 - Viewed demos and requested a quote after Frank attended the 

EBSCO User Group meeting. Quotes are based on number of users and not on 
FTE. 

❏ June 2017 - After looking at the demos and having discussions with EBSCO we 
received permission to present this to APU systems engineers

❏ September 2017 - Decided it would be best implemented during the summer 
since all domains would have to change. 

❏ October 2017 - Initial test site available - however we never configured it.
❏ March 2018 - Submitted a request for funding for OA & reconfigure III SSO 

server to latest version of Redhat. Received approval on funding a few days 
later. 

❏ April 2018 - Met with APU systems engineers and EBSCO OA team to discuss 
next steps.

❏ April 2018 - Worked with IT project management team to approve the SSO 
migration and OA implementation.
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Process continued
❏ May 2018 - OA test site available for us to review.
❏ May 2018 - Received initial IT approval but they needed more information. 
❏ June 2018 - Received final IT approval and confirmation that no new contract 

needed to be signed (and that it didn’t need to go through University Counsel) 
since it falls under the EBSCO umbrella where we already have a signed contract. 

❏ June 2018 - Assigned a project manager, set up questionnaire filled out, started 
the resource provider configurations 

❏ June 2018 - Created a shareable google sheet instead of the excel spreadsheet 
that EBSCO sent for all of our vendors - a-z list, EBSC holdings management, 
SCELC consortia, WAM log file, and catalog 856 for a list of domains. 

❏ July 2018 - Project manager worked with vendors for configuration - SAML aware, 
federated open athens environment, proxied, etc. We only had to intervene if they 
needed to hear it from APU.
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Process continued
❏ August 2018 - SSO configuration took a bit of time, bulk upload of user 

accounts, setup permission sets that did not work well.
❏ August 21, 2018 - The week before fall classes started we finally went live, dealt 

with errors messages that we we not expecting after we went live. 
❏ December  2018 - Permission sets clean up - Tried opening a ticket with EBSCO 

- they could not figure it out
❏ January 2018 - Frank’s son wrote an API to clean up the permission sets
❏ March 2018 - Updated permission sets for groups - working with the permission 

sets we ended up deleting all resources! We had a back up fortunately
❏ April 2018 - update catalog links 
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Successes

➔ login statistics on the resource level
➔ login statistics for groups of users & individuals (ie 

undergrad, grad, faculty, staff, lapu, alumni, etc.)
➔ dedicated Ebsco rep to help us
➔ easy to create personal accounts for vendor testing, 

proctors, visiting scholars, etc. that may not have an APU 
email.

➔ We created a script that uses an API call to open athens to 
report on the permission sets (can’t get it to update yet).
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Successes continued

➔ Alternative proxy since we are maintaining the 
legacy proxy address. Code SQL switch in the A-Z list to go to the 
legacy proxy if something goes down.

➔ If III goes down or if there is an upgrade users still have access to 
research. 

➔ No longer maintaining a double proxy access for LAPU that we 
maintained for 7 years.

➔ Resources are now independent of the ILS. 
➔ Less time handling proxy configurations
➔ Our biggest problem for an entire year that impacted patrons 

everyday - No more cookie/timeout errors for users. 
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Challenges

➔ Juggling of multiple entities within APU/LAPU and 
EBSCO from the beginning - communication between everyone.

➔ Google suite error messages that LAPU students encountered after we 
went live - exploding robot

➔ Wrote our own API to report on the permission sets.
➔ Legacy WAM is tide to the patron accounts, however with OpenAthens 

we can’t do anything about that - for instance - student has a fine, etc.
➔ OpenAthens often is down with upgrades, etc. But we have not 

encountered any problems so far because of the time difference. 
➔ Working with EBSCO as the middleman - communication disconnect 

sometimes since we can’t directly communicate with OpenAthens
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Challenges continued

➔ Accounts management tool - it’s not complete
◆ functionality is not the same for all account types 

(local authentication accounts vs personal 
accounts)
● permission set allocation does not work for 

local accounts
● can’t update local accounts

◆ sorting feature for alphabetical order does not 
work

◆ advanced search does not work for local 
accounts
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● Use the access account for alumni in the future
● Attribute integration
● Move LAPU off of GSuite
● Other places on campus that could help them work with 

LAPU - like the writing center
● Use an API call from OpenAthens to the Sierra system 

patron database to see if there is a block and apply it in 
OpenAthens.

Future implementation ideas /
recommendations for improvement
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